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What simulations were used?
Low Resolution High Resolution 

CESM2 CESM1

Ocean 1deg POP Ocean 0.1deg POP

Atmos 2deg CAM Atmos 0.25 deg CAM

Historical (1850-2014) Historical (1850-2005)

3 ensemble members 1 ensemble member
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Antarctic mass balance is controlled largely by ocean interactions 

Image: Phys.org
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To get ocean 
forcing, CMIP6 
ocean temp and 
salinity are 
extrapolated under 
the ice shelves

POP ocean 
T/S

CISM ice sheet
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Sampling goes 
clockwise, starting at 
0o longitude



Temp profiles





Salinity profiles





Hist 03 

Low res POP simulates broad warming since PI



Hist 03 

High res POP simulates more complex ∆ temp since PI



Changes in MOT (200-800m)

à All of Southern Ocean warms in 
low res runs
à More complex ocean 
temperature change in high res run



Pine Is. Glacier

Thwaites 
Glacier

Let’s look 
closer at the 
Amundsen 
Sea Region
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Low res and high res Amundsen MOT anomalies are comparable



Let’s look 
closer at a 
cross section

Pine Is. Glacier

Thwaites 
Glacier



Amundsen 
Cross 
section 

continental shelf
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Images: Nitsche et al., 2007

The bathymetry in the Amundsen Sea is essential
to how warm water flows into the ice shelf cavities



Daily ocean speed at 300m depth in 1998 

High resolution ocean modeling reveals complex 
transport of warm water toward the ice front

Credit: Shuntaro Hyogo
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Figure 1. Model bathymetry (color) of the West Antarctic sector in a) GFDL CM2.6 and b) CCSM3.5.

Black boxes denote the on shelf averaging regions and magenta (dashed) boxes denote the shelf-break averag-

ing regions. The continental shelf break, defined as the 1000 m isobath, is shown in orange.
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200 m in each of the four regions (Fig. 1; black boxes) and extends to the shelf break,180

defined here as the 1000 m isobath (Fig. 1; orange line). O�-shelf temperature (Fig. 2;181

black boxes) is averaged north of the shelf break, in 2� latitude by 600 m depth (range182

150 m-750 m) boxes that span the longitudinal extent of each region. Shelf-break up-183

welling is computed from the wind stress curl in each model and is averaged over the184

shelf break in each region (Fig. 1; dashed magenta boxes). The Amundsen Sea Low (ASL)185

is defined as the minimum central sea level pressure in the region 60�S-80�S, 60�W-190�W.186

The output frequency for all variables is monthly. Because we are interested in interannual187

(and longer) on-shelf temperature variations, the mean seasonal cycle is removed from all188

time series. We also compute lagged correlations between the shelf temperature time se-189

ries and the other variables. To reduce the risk of spuriously high correlation values at190

long lag times, only lags up to 1/3 the length of each model’s time series are computed.191

Unless otherwise stated, correlation values (r) are 1) reported at the lag at which they are192

maximal, and 2) significant at the 95% level after accounting for autocorrelation follow-193

ing Davis [1976]. The fraction of the variance accounted for is computed as the square of194

the correlation values (r2). Finally, when comparing model mean states, time means span195
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The smoothed bathymetry in the high resolution
runs impacts our ability to trust ocean 
temperatures on the continental shelf near the ice 
sheet



2014 Bathymetry 2020 Bathymetry
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